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Abstract. This paper first introduces the basic elements of competitive location 
models followed by the basic model introduced by Harold Hotelling more than 65 
years ago. We then survey a number of applications, followed by a number of 
extensions of the basic model. The variety of different results these extensions generate 
shows the inherent instability of the model. A number of equilibrium results are 
presented. After addressing a number of other issues, the paper concludes with the 
lessons that may be learned from the available results as well as a future research 
agenda. 
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l. Introduction 

The first !0 explicitly discuss the subject of competitive location models was the economist Harold Hotelling 

(1929). His seminal paper, albeit not without flaws as we wiU later see, sparked a plethora of fotlow-up papers 

and its lessons are the subject of this paper. The operations research comrnwtity was filirly late in joining the 

quest for solutions to more sophisticated models and advanced insight into competitive behavior. This may 

explain why to this day, economists are at the forefront of most developments in the area. For a historical 

account, the reader is referred to Ponsard ( 1983). In tum, since researchers within each area are frequently not 

&miliar with the results presented by the other, each discipline has developed its own view of the subject matter. 

Very simply (and not quite correctly), economists have emphasized the search for equilibria, their existence and 

wtiqueness, whereas operations researchers have been more interested in the optimization aspect of the location. 

This paper deals with equilibria, and as such it could be seen as an economist's view of competitive location 

analysis. We have chosen this view so as to make accessible the many_ results and insights obtained by economists 

to the readers of this journal, most of whom we would assess to belong to the operations research conunwtity. 

Examples of competitive location models are abwxlant. Whenever a facility (and we wiU use the term in the 

broad sense) is to be located in the presence of other facilities of the same industry who do not cooperate with 

each other, the resulting model is of the competitive location type. Obvious examples are fast food restaurants, 

automobile dealerships, bookstores, etc. However, there appear to be dramatic differences in the resulting 

locationaJ patterns: whereas fast food restaurants and automobile dealerships tend to cluster io some areas, 

furniture stores and bookstores do not. An analysis of the forces that govern the locational processes in the 

various cases may help to explain the di.ffemlces between the results. 

Tbrougbout this paper we attempt to apply intuitive reasoning whenever expedient and sufficient rather than 

resorting to a more abstract mathematical level. One of the main reasons is that mathematically, the analysis of 

oompc:titive location models is difficuh even for highly simplistic cases. To be sure, knowledgeable readers wiU 

miss much, partirularly new results. They have been sacrificed on the altar of simplicity, required for an 

introductory survey, where illustrations of fundamental concepts take preference over up-t(Hlate research. 



The plan of this paper is as foUows. The second section presents the main components of competitive location 

models and some basic solution concepts. The third section introduces the basic model and demonstrates its 

properties, and the fourth section delineates some of the main applications in the field. With this point of 

departure, the fifth section surveys a nwnber of important extensions and variations of the basic mode~ focussing 

on results concerning equilibria. The sixth section highigbts some new and potentially promising research 

directions, and the last section discusses some of the lessons that may be learned from the main research results in 

our field. 

2. The Main Components of Competitive Location Models 

In this section, we introduce the main components of competitive location models. The first component to be 

coosiden:d is space. The facilities as well as the customers who patronize the facilities are located in the space 

Wlder coosideration. The simplest space (and the one most frequently used by economists) is a simple line 

segment. Surely, no one will claim that realistic markets tend to be shaped like line segments (although some are, 

e.g., motels or gas stations along a city's main drag), but the main reason for such an assumption is mathematical 

convenience. Moreover, almost fifty perccnt of the 119 papers listed in the bibliography by Eiselt eta/. (1993) 

use linear markets. And simplifications are badly needed in this field as Bcclanann (1972) obserwd: "As 

everyone knows, in localioo theory one is foo:ed to work with simple assumptions in order to get any results at 

all." Other spaces frequently employed by resc:ardlers include the twiHiimensional plane (used by geographers 

and some operations researchers) and networks (used by most operations researchers). 

The secood major component of competitive location models concerns the m1mber of competitors. Most papers 

deal with duopolies, i.e., two facilities, but results fur more competing facilities exist. We will Slln'e)' some of 

them below. An interesting case is that in which the number of competitors is unknown; this type of model is 

referred to as a model with "free entry," meaning that new players may enter the marlct:t as loog as it is profitable 

to do so. Equivalently, existing facilities are a1Jowcd to exit the marla:t as soon as it is no longer profitable to stay 

in it. Typically, models with free entry include a fixed cost fur Clltering the marla:t. 

The third component concern the companies' pricing palicies. We distinguish between three basic types of 

pricing, viz., mill pricing, unifonn delivered pricing, and spatial price discrimination. In some models, prices are 
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fixed (or not considered at all). Fixed, although not necessarily equal, prices may be justified by the argument that 

competitors face the same choices of technologies which, once chosen, cannot be changed in the short run 

The most commonly used pricing policy is mill pricing, sometimes also referred to as f.o.b. (free on board) 

pricing. It refers to the practice of a firm charging a price at the factory and letting the consumer pay for his own 

transportation. The foil price is then what the consumer actually pays, viz., the sum of purchasing costs and 

transport costs. Practical examples of mill pricing abound: most n:tail stores charge for their products at the store, 

auctioneers sell wares "as is and where is." Uniform delivered pricing is not as common. examples are some mail· 

order stores and the post office which deliver a product for a fixed price anywhere in the country. A related policy 

is zone pricing, where a common price is charged within one zone, but prices between zones may and usually do 

differ. For instance, L.L. Bean (an outdoor products store located in Freeport, Maine) sells canoes for a uniform 

mail order price east, and another one for deliveries \VCSl of the Mississippi Fmally, spatial price discrimination 

The term refers to the practice of charging for products delivered to the door dependin~ on the location of the 

customer, so that the difference in prices is not due to the difference in transport cost alone. In tlus pricing policy, 

the firm sets the prices according to what the market will bear. Spatial price discriminauon is largely restricted by 

law, e.g., the Clayton Act of 1914 and, more prorTiinently, the Robinson-Patman Act of 1936. Still, despite all 

these legal restrictions, spatial price discrimination may not be without merit· Anderson et a/. ( 1992) show that 

under certain conditions spatial price discrimination may result in higher benefits to the consumers than the other 

two pricing policies. 

The fourth main component of competitive location models are the rules of the game. It refers to the type of 

location process that is considered. First of all, we distinguish between simultaneous and sequential location of 

facilities. First, consider simultaneous locations. Loosely speaking, a Coumot-Nash (or simply Nash) equilibrium 

is defined as a (locational) arrangement in which no fitcility can improve its objective by relocating unilaterally. 

This coocept is very well known in game theory. A simple example is this. Consider a line segment along which 

customers are uniformly distributed. Customers' demand is fixed, i.e., customers purchase a given quantity of the 

product. This assumption could be justified in case of an essential good, i.e., a product that consumers must buy 

res;udless of its price. Locate now two fitcilities A and B arbitrarily on that line. lf A and B are not located close 

to each other, then either fitcility can increase its sales by moving closer to its opponent. Consequently, 've have 

already shown that should a Nash equilibrium exist, it will have to have the two facilities located arbitrarily close 

to each other. An easy additional argument leads to the result that the unique Nash equilibrium in this scenario 

has fitcilities A and B locate arbitrarily close to each other at the center of the market. 
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A refinement of the Coumot-Nash equilibrium concept is needed in case prices are also variable. It is referred to 

as a subgame-perftct Nash equilibrium. It was developed by Sclten (1975) and the basic idea is this. If both 

location and price are variable, then it appears reasonable that facilities will first determine their location (a 

feature that is much more difficult to .change) in a simultaneous fushion, and set their prices simultaneously in the 

second stage. Note that the location planning in stage one is done with the full knowledge that all facilities will 

optimize their prices later on. Such a two-stage game is solved recursively. First, price functions are set up for all 

facilities given all possible locational arragements. Assuming that each facility maximizes its profit, a Coumot

Nash price equilibrium is determined (provided such an equilibrium exists). The equilibrium payoffs are then 

used as inputs in the first-stage location game for which, again, the locational Coumot-Nash equilibrium is 

determined. An example for this concept is provided below when the basic model is introduced. The important 

feature of this concept is that facility planners, when they make their first-stage locational decisions, already 

anticipate the pricing decisions they have to make in the second stage. 

A different way of solving competitive location models arises when sequential planning prevails. We can think of 

this situation as fixed number of, say n, facility planners, each having his fixed position in a queue. The first 

facility is then located with fuU knowledge that (n-1) facilities will subsequently locate, each trying to maximize 

its own profit Then the second facility will locate, given the location of the first, and with the knowledge that (n-

2) other facilities will follow, and so forth . Such planning with foresight has been pioneered by Prescott and 

Visscher ( 1977). A solution of the location process that uses sequential moves is usually referred to as a (von) 

Stacke/berg solution. The standard justification of sequential moves without the possibility of relocation is that 

relocation costs are extremely high. This is certainly warranted in case of factories or similar inunovable facilities 

with very high fixed costs, but definitely not so in case of mobile facilities such as ambulances or even small 

stores that can relocate without incurring exorbitantly high costs. One mathematical disadvantage of Staclcelberg 

solutions is that they do get extremely messy once the number of planning facilities exceeds three or four. 

Staclcelberg solutions are not surveyed in this paper. For a discussion we refer to the companion paper by Eiselt 

and Laporte ( 1996). 

The fifth and last of the main components deal with consumer behavior. It indicates the choice rule according to 

which customers make their choice among the available facilities. The simplest rule chosen by the majority of 

authors is to assume that customers patronize the closest facility. As long as mill prices charged by the different 

facilities are equal, it does make sense to assume that customers minimize travel time, distance, or cost - to a 
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point. There are a lot of underlying asswnptions when this choice rule is employed. First, customers are asswned 

to have full knowledge of the distances, products are asswned to be available at all existing facilities, and, most 

importantly, customers are assumed to be located at a point. The latter assumption has been challenged by 

Hodgson (1981, 1990) and later Berman (1992) who have introduced so-called flow<apturing fucilities in which 

customers patronize facilities not on special trips, but on their daily way to work. 

Another possibility to model oonsumer behavior would be the use of a detenninistic utility function. Such a utility 

function may include fuctors other than customer-facility distance. An example is provided by Kohl berg ( 1983), 

wbo assumes that customers make their purchasing decisions on the basis of travel time (which, in tum, is 

assumed to be proportional to travel distance) and expected waiting time, which is a function of the sales enjoyed 

by the facility. Other examples are those by Eiselt eta/. (1985) who assume that customers patronize stores based 

on the largest utility defined as (facility weight)/(customer - facility distance). The facility \veight expresses the 

size of a store (a proxy for the variety of goods available, consumers' perception of the quality of the store's 

products, the friendliness of its employees), or any other fuctors deemed relevant. The utility functions of Dremer 

(1994, 1995) are other examples in this category. However, Dre2J'ier et a/. (1995) demonstrate that such 

"multiplicative" models lead to inconsistent behavior: a consumer who sets out to patronize one facility may 

change his mind on the trip as he is more attracted to some other facility at some point along the way.Yet another 

example of a deterministic utility function is provided by Ecooomides ( 1986), who defines utility as (customer 

budgd)- (price)+ (utility of the product)- (transport cost). Finally, it is worthwhile to point out Hakimi's (1990) 

suggestion of a utility function that expresses the utility as a function of the relative inverse customer - facility 

distance. A3 an example, a customer located two .miJes from one, and three miles from another store, could 

pun:base three fifths of his entire demand from the first, and the remaining two fifths from the second store. Such 

a model could be referred to as "proportional". We am not aware of any results with this type of model. 

All choice rules in these two categories have in common that they are detenninistic. Given that, facility planners 

can predict which facilities customers are going to patronize and on that basis will be able to compute their 

respcc:tive market (or catchment) areas. These market areas associate a geographical area with each facility, so 

that their union spans the entire spaoe. One such tessellation of space is the SO<alled V oronoi diagram elaborated 

upon in section 5. 

While the above choice rules lead to market areas, the use of a probabilistic choice rule does not. In simple words, 

if there are probabilities according to which customers patronize stores and these probabiliteis decrease with 
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increasing distance, then there is a positive, albeit very small, probability that a customer will patronize even a 

facility that is very far away. The most popular choice of random utility models are doubtless logit models, first 

introduced by McFadden (1973, 1981). They result from utility functions such as those used later by DePalma 

et.al. ( 1985) and later Braid ( 1988). Given probabilities used by the customers to patronize facilities , expected 

market shares can be computed which are then the basis of subsequent optimization procedures. 

The above five components are the most important elements to detennine the scenario of a competitive location 

model. This is, of course, not to say that they are the only ones. Other components such as demand elasticity, the 

objectives of facility planners, and many others are important to fully describe a competitive location model. 

3. The Basic Model 

ln this section we describe the basic models as put forward by Hotelling ( 1929) in his saninal paper. Two 

competitors plan to locate on a bounded linear market, whose length has been normaliz.ed to one. For simplicity 

we call the facilities A and B and their distances from the left and the right end of the market are denoted by a and 

b, respectively, where a, b .<! 0 and (a + b) ~ 1, i.e., A is located to the left of B. Competitor A oilers one unit of 

the product at price pA, similarly B offers a unit of his product at pa. Both prices are quoted at the facility, i.e., 

both competitors use mill pricing. Customers are uniformly distributed on the market and each customer 

purchases one unit of the homogeneous product offered by the duopolists regardless of the price. This assumption 

is justified if we are dealing with essential goods. Denote the distance between a customer at some point x E [0; 

1} and facility A by ja - x j, and similarly for B. Let 1 be unit ttansport cost, then the cost of shipping one unit (the 

custornets demand) from facility A to customer x is t ja - xj. If customer x were to satisfy his demand from filcility 
I 

A, the foll price is PA + t!x- a j, and similar for shipmcots from B. Customer x will now satisfy his entire demand 

from the facility with the lower full price. Note the two main forces that govern the locatioo ad pricing process: 

the attraction force that pulls a facility towards its neighbor where it can gain additional market share, and the 

repellent force that pushes facilities apart as competitors, wbo locate close together, will engage in fierce price 

competition which, in turn, drives prices and hcoce profits down. 

A customer Y, located at a distance ofy from the left boundary of the market, is called a marginal customer if be 

is indifferent between purchasing from A or B. Figure I shows two facilities A and B cbaiging mill prices PA and 
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p8 , and the V -shaped functions show the fuU prices 10 be paid by customers at all points of the market. Note that 

the slope of both functions oquals the unit transport cost t . 

A y B 1 

-------~ a y~ 1-y-b b 

Figure 1: Hotellin&'s competitive model 

The broken line indicates the lower of the two fuU prices. Clearly, as custaners an: asswned to buy from the 

cheaper source, all custaners 10 the left of r will patronize facility A, whereas all customers 10 the right will 

patronize facility B. The distance between A and Y is (y- a) and the distance between Y and B is (1 -y- b). As 

long as a marginal customer exists between A and B, the market is subdivided in facility A's and B's market 

areas. In particular, we will refer to the area 10 the left of facility A as A s hinterland, the area to the right of 

facility B is callcd B s hinterland, whereas the area between A and B is referred 10 as the competitive region. As 

long as the marginal customer is located in the competitive region, y = (p8 - p..)/21 + (I + a - b)/2. Once y is no 

ieogel" within that interval, tbeo the less expensive facility wxlercuts its opponent who, in tum, loses all of his 

market. This situation is sbown in FJgUre 2 where facility A wxlercuts its opponent B, thus capturing the entire 

market. In summary, for (high) prices PA , A's market share is 0, for PA within certain bounds it is y, and for 

prices PA that are sufficiently low, A captures the entire market. Facility A's profit as a function of its price is 

defined as ~(A) and shown in Figure 3. 
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b 

F"tpre 2: Undercuttin& in Hotdlinc's model 

P( 

Pa. (1-a-b) 1 Pa + t (1-e-b) 

1A(Pa + t (1~) I 

F"tgUn 3: p(A) in case of linear transport cost 

Note the three di.ffi:rtnt parts and two discontinuities. For a price equilibriwn to exist, PA must be chosen so tbat 

VJ(A) is at a maximwn. This could occur either at PA = Ps - t(J-c..C) - eor the maximwn of the strictly c:oocave 

piece in the middle. The fonner case can, however, not constitute a price equilibrium, as it would imply tbat 

facility B is cut out and it would, in tum, surely retaliate by undercutting A. Consider now the c:oocave function in 
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the center. Partial differentiation of the profit functions results in two reaction fonctions and solving for PA and p8 

yidds p~ =[I+(a-b)/3)1 and . Given these prices, the profits are p(A) ~ [1 + (a-b)l3/(t12) andsimilar for 

firmB. Note that as op(A) > 0, facility A's profit increases with increasing value of a. In other words, firm A 
a 

bas an incent!ve to move to the right towards its opponent. Similarly, on can show that firm 8, currently located 

to the right of A, bas an incentive to move to the left towards its opponent. This sparked Hotelling to formulate his 

famous principle of minimal differentiation by virtue of which the two facilities would locate arbitrarily close to 

QCh other. The name of the principle is based on an application discussed in section 4. 

Fifty years after Hoteiiing published his result, d'Aspremont eta/. (1979) pointed out that central agglomeration 

was indeed no equilibrium. The reason is that if facilities were to locate close to QCh other (which is precisely the 

case: in the presumed equilibrium), intense price competitioo (as pointed out as early as 1883 by Bertrand) would 

ensue and drive price and thus profit to zero. At such a point, QCh facility could increase its profit by moving 

away from its opponent. Hotel1ing did not consider the filet that price equilibria can only exist if the maximum 

profit of a facility is achieved at the peak of the concave area in Figure 3. Routine calculations reveal that 

equlibria exist only if 

[1 + (a-b)/3f :i!(413)(a+2b) 

and, applying a similar argumcol to firm 8, 

[1 + (b-<~)13/ :i!(413)(b+2a). 

Considering only symmc:tric pairs of locations, i.e., a = b, we find that price equilibria only exist for a = b 5/14, 

i.e., wben both facilities locate within the outside quartiles of the market. 

But not only do price equilibria not exist~ on the market. One can also show that the profit function of 

Figure 3 is not only discontinuous, but almost never quasiconcave. In general, a function is called quasiconcave if 

the fimctiooa1 value of any lincat OOIIYC:l( combination of two points is no smaller than the lower of their two 

fimctiooa1 values. Quasiconcavity is a very useful property as each local maximum of a quasiconcave function is 

also a global maximum. For some definitions and results relating to the concept of quasiconcavity, see, e.g., 

Berek and Sydsa:tcr ( 1991 ). Applying this concept to the profit function in Figure 3, it can be shown that the 

profit functions are quasiconcave only for a = b = 0, i.e., when the filciliti~ locate at the opposite ends of the 

market. As Economides ( 1984) points out, it is the lack of quasiconcavity and not the lack of oontinutity of the 

profit functions that is responsible for the nonexistence of equilibria. 
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One of the modifications put forward in order to salvage Hotelling's resuh was put forward by Eaton ( 1972). 

Recall that Hotelling's original mcxlel used a "zero conjectural variation", or ZCV for short. lbis refers to the 

assumption that if a facility plans to relocate, it assumes that its opponent will not respond even if the relocation 

move cuts it out oompletely - a rather shortsighted assumption. Instead, Eaton suggested applying a mod.i.6ed 

ZCV which allows shortsighted planning (i.e., the assumption that its competitor will not move), except in case it 

would be cut out. As Gabszewicz and Thisse ( 1986) report, in case of linear transport cost a modified ZCV price 

equilibriwn does indeed exist. For "sufficiendy nonlinear" transport cost, the profit function is again no longer 

quasiconcave and no price equilibriwn exists. Gabszewicz and Thisse also point out that the proposed 

modification severely limits price competition especially when it is most relevant, viz., when the facilities are close 

to each other, thus limiting the realism and hence the usefulness of the mod.i.6ed ZCV. 

4 APPlications of Comoc:titive Location Models. 

In this section, we describe some of the potential applications of oompetitive loctioo models. Perhaps surprisingly, 

a strong emphasis is put on nonstandard applications. The reason for this emphasis is quite simple: it is &irly 

staightforward to visualize the standard appLications, but the nonstandard appLications do require a lot more 

thought and justification. 

First the obvious. Suppose there are some facilities such as stores, gas stations, or filst food franchises that are to 

be located in a specific region. The c1crnc:nts of the previous section are all present: the localion problem in the 

first phase:, the price competition in the second, all c:uept fur a few c:xtmmns such as more than two 

competitors, competitors who may locate more than a .sirwJc facility, and ~bly some beterogaleity in the 

product (even though most people would be bard pressed to pinpoint the di1fereoccs between gasolines). In the 

gas station application, factors such as quality of servioe and existc:oce of a conYCIIicnce store are probably more 

of dccidina factors fur which station to patronize than the ldual product the customers came to purchase. Here, 

the limitations of the basic model bcoome obvious: customer behavior is hardly ever as simple as posb•laud there: 

few customers will patronize the closest eatery, but the one that, at least in their opinion, provides the best value 

or quality fur the money. Similarly, customers do not necessarily fill up the car at the nearest gas station, but the 

one with the friendljest service; customers do not always shop at the department store closest to their house, but 
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the one with the best selection; and they do not patronize the fresh fruit section in the supermarket but may bu) 

fresh fruit from a roadside stand even though they may have 10 make a short detour. All deciding factors 

mentioned .above are not included in the basic model, and that for a good reason: the model is complex enough as 

it is, and some of the other deciding faciOrs mentioned above are nonquantitative and hence very difficult 10 

incorporate in a fonnal mathematical model. As such. Hotelling's basic model will always be a dramatically 

simplified model of reality. Still, some of its results obviously remain true: think, for example, about the 

agglomeration of fast-food franchises along major roads into town, and similar agglomerations of motels or gas 

stations along interstate highways, all apparently highly competitive industries which seem to follow Hotelling's 

result of agglomeration (or minimal differentiation). 

The first nonstandard application deals with the design of products. One can think of the problem in the following 

way. Consider a product such as print film. Each brand of this product can be characterized by a number of 

fearures: its .speed, grain, 10lerance of extreme temperatures, color rendition, and many others. Let us assume now 

that the relevant factors can be measured on a n~rical scale. ft is then possible to define a so-called feature 

space which is set up by assigning one dimension 10 each of the features deemed important. As all features of the 

brands are known, each brand can now be mapped in10 that space and represented as a single point.. fn our above 

film example, choose the two fearures "film speed" and "color saturation", the latter feature being judged 

subjectively. Based on infonnation provided by Popular Photography ( 1995), Figure 4 gives a mapping of some 

popular color print films in10 that space. The axes in Figure 4 range from reduced 10 enhanced, and from 25 10 

3,200 speed. The intersections of the axes are chosen arbitrarily. Given this mapping, each potential customer 

could now be asked to specify his prefei-ences with respect 10 the two criteria Wider consideration. For instance, if 

a customer's "ideal film" has 200 speed and enhanced colors, then that customer would be positioned directly 

above Fuji Reala. Suppose now that all potential customers had expressed their views on the subject and all of 

them have been represented by their "most preferred points" in the above figure. (Realistically, customer and 

~rand positions are not independent, as customers tend 10 cluster around the available products). The next 

question is: which one among the films located at Pt. P1o ... , P. will a customer, who is himself located at some 

point X, purchase? More fonnally, the question is how customers evaluate the difference between their own most 

preferred point and the points that represent the films (assuming here that customers have complete and correct 

knowledge of the location of the products). 
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• 
KonicaSR-G 

Ektapress plus 

Vericolor 400• Fuji 400 

Verlcolor Ill Kodak Royal 
Gold FuJI Reala 

lnaeued .Enhrced 

• 
Ektar 25 

Fipre 4: Print films in feature space 

Given these customer-product distances, customers may reasonably be expected to purchase the product that is 

closest to their own "ideal product", i.e., their most preferred point. Given such a consumer choice rule, it is now 

possible to construct marlcet areas for each of the products in a way so that the marlcet area of a product includes 

all customers which are closer to his market area than that of any of the other products. Such a coostruction is 

called Voronoi diagram and it is discussed in greater detail in sectioo 5. 

Another seemingly different, yet quite similar, applicatioo of competitive location modeling exist. The problc:m 

here is to locate a job applicant in a space whose dimensioos are job-related skills. The first mention of such a 

model in the cootext of competitive 1ocatioo models was by Eiselt ( 1989). Such a model could enable employers 

to assign jobs most efficiently to their employees (in such a case the objective would be to balance wortdoad, 

rather than maximize the workload assigned to a specific employee). Conversely, the same model could also be 

used by employees to detennine which type of additional training would increase their market value. Again, 
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definition of skill-space, correlation between individual skills, quantification, and definition of distance may again 

be difficult. 

Another, closely related, model deals with politics. Even though HOielling already mentioned the application of his 

model to politics by rcmarlcing that the similarity of political platforms of the Republican and Democratic parties 

in the late 1920s could be explained by his model, Downs ( 1957) was the first to elaborate upon the subject. In 

political models, the objective is to position political candidates in an issue space, very similar to the feature space 

introduced above, except that its axes do not represent features of a class of products, but issues deemed 

important by the electorate. Assuming again that the issues are measurable on a quantitative scale, each political 

candidate and each voter could be represented in thai space. Clearly, prices do not exist in this model. One 

possible objective could now be for each candidate to position himself so as to maximize his number of vOles. A 

number of problans occur in modeling this political problem. The first is that many issues cannot be measured 

quantitatively. For instance, the stand of a candidate on capital punishment, economic, or domestic policy can not 

be expressed by a scalar per se, so that appropriate proxy e}Cjlressions have to be found. Secondly, it is not 

pradical to attempt to map each voter into space. a problem also present in the above brand positioning problem. 

One way out is to classify voters into appropriate more or less homogeneous groups, then map them into space as 

a single point whose weight indicates the number of potential voters it represents. The third problem is that vote

maximizing candidate locations tend to have candidates locate at points which are far removed from some of its 

supporters. Take, for instance, the standard HoteUing model with equal prices, whose equilibrium has both 

candidates cluster at the center of the market. Here, each candidate's distance to its most extreme voter is half the 

marlcet length and, possibly worse, each ~ truly represents only voters on one extreme end of the 

spcctnun of his supporters, viz., those in whose proximity be locates. This criticism has been put- forward by 

Pctersa~ (1991), who tertm such candidate (or party) behavior "bad", whereas a "good" candidate or party 

would better represent its members. He suggests the candidate location that minimizes the mean squared distance 

between a candidate and its supporters. 

.5 . Equilibrium Results 

In this section we discuss equilibrium results of some extensions of Hotelling' s original model. We first 

demonstrate that the model in which the duopolists simultaneously choose price and location does not have an 
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equilibrium. The proof is by contradiction, and it follows Gabszewicz and Thisse ( 1992). Assume that a prioe 

and location Nash equilibrium were to exist. There are two cases: either the competitors locate arbitrarily close to 

each other, or they do not. In case they do, the usual prioe competition commences which contradicts the 

assumption that the current situation is at equilibrium. Suppose now that the two facilities are spatially separated, 

and let facility A's profits exceed those of facility B. In such a case, A could gain by locating arbitrarily close to B 

and undercut B by a small amount, thus achieving a profit level close to that of facility B before the undercutting 

which, per assumption, is higher than before; hence DO equilibrium. Finally, the case in which A and B are 

separated and enjoy equal profits. Now either facility could move towards its oompetitor and increase its profit, 

again establishing that DO equilibrium exists. 

One of the simplest generalizations of the original Hotelling model deals with distributions of (still completely 

inelastic) demand other than Wlifonn distribution. Consider a completely arbitrary demand distribution. It is then 

easy to demoostiate that although both facilities DO longer cluster around the midpoint of the marl<c:t, they will 

cluster around the median of the market. In doing so, each facility again captures balf of the total marla::t and 

neither facility has an incentive to relocate, thus proving that the "median plus/minus epsilon" locations of the 

duopolists constitutes a locational Nash equilibrium. In other words, the Hotelling model is very robust regarding 

changes of the demand distribution. 

Another, and probably one oftbe most obvious extensions ofHotelling's original model, is to coosider transport 

cost functions other than the original linear costs. The first step in this dim:tion was made by d' Aspranoot eta/. 

(1979) who employed quadratic transport costs of the type sd1 with distanced and some fixed ~r s > 0. 

The analysis is very similar to the original Hotelling model in section 3. With A and B locating a and b wlits from 

the left and right end of tbe marl<c:t, a + b s 1, a marginal customer at Y is again one wbose full prioe from A 

equals that from B. Three cases are possible: customer Y is either located ~A and B, to tbe left of A, or to 

the right of B (symmetric to the previous case). Facility A's profit function f?(A) (and similar f?{/f) for facility 

If) is shown in FigureS wbcre S, =I +a1 - b1
- 2a and S6 = 1- a 1 +b1

- 2b . A rcocot paper by Zhang {1995) 

also employs quadratic transport cost. The author investigates the effid of "prioe matclling", i.e., the policy of 

matcbing a axnpetitors prioe. While it appears that such policy would benttit customers in terms of lower prices, 

the author shows that this is not the case. Actual.ly, the matclling price policy reduces prioe oompetition (as 

oompetitors no 1ooger compete in prices, but follow a leader), with tbe result of higher prices to coosumcrs. 
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It can be seen that ~(A) is quasiconcave and, according to Friedman ( 1977), this is sufficient to establish the 

existence of equilibria in the price game. It can be shown that facility A's profit, given equilibrium prices, 

decreases as its distance from the left end of the market increases. Consequently, A would locate as close to the 

left end of the marlcet as possible. A similar analysis can be made for 8, whose most preferred point is the right 

end of the market. Hence, not only does the Hotelling model with quadratic transport cost have a unique 

equilibrium, but at equilibrium the duopolists show man mal, rather than minimal, differenflation. But not even 

this result is stable: Anderson ( 1988) used linear-quadratic transport costs of the form td + sd2 with d denoting 

the distance. lbe result is that only if t = 0, i.e., the pure quadratic transport cost discussed above, there is an 

equilibrium in pure strategies. Transport cost functions of type dawith a e [I; 2} are examined by Economides 

( 1986). It turns out that for a < 1.26, no subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium exists (this range includes the 

standard HoteUing case of a = 1), whereas they do for a > 1.26. More specifically, for a e [1.26; 5/3}, 

equilibrium locations are strictly interior whereas for a > 513, the endpoints of the ·market are equilibrium 

locations. ~ latter range includes a = 2, the case of pure quadratic transport cost examined by d' Aspremont et 

a/. (1979). All this emphasizes the fragility ofHote!ling models with respect to the transport cost function. 

Fipre 5: p (A) in case of quadratic transport cost 

DePalma eta/. (1985) have found an ingenious way to reestablish the validity of Hotelling's result of minimal 

differentiation. lbeir model includes a consumer choice rule that is no longer deterministic, but is a stochastic rule 

that results in a logit model. One of their parameters is p which measures the heterogeneity of consumer tastes. 

Clearly, p = 0 means complete homogeneity, which is again the Hotelling case. The authors show that in case 
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consumer tastes are "sufficiently" heterogeneous (the exact condition for sufficiency is mlc.t.? I with ( denoting 

the length of the linear market), cent:Ial agglomeration of duopolists with equal prices does indeed occur. In 

general, large values of mlc.tresult in clustering, whereas small values of mlc.tresult in dispersion. These results 

are confumed in a follow-up study by DePalma eta/. ( 1987). 

Another approach to get around the undesirable Hotelling result of no equilibrium was made by Shaked ( 1982). 

The author follows the game-theoretic tradition that whenever no equilibrium exists in pure strategies, mixed 

strategies are applied. The result is that facihties locate in the subintervals [0; 1/4] and (3/4; 1) with probability 

zero, and at all locations in the cent:Ial half of the market with equal probability. Further developments on the 

model are reported by Osborne and Pitchik (1986). 

Osborne and Pitchik ( 1987) demonstrate that the price-setting subgame has equilibria in mixed strategies for all 

location pairs. For pure location strategies, it is shown that both facilities locate 0.27 away from the ends of the 

market, thus the solution is almost socially optimal. The concept of social optima is further elaborated upon 

below. 

Another direction to generalize Hotelling' s model was taken by Lerner and Singer (1937) and later elaborated 

upon by Eaton and Lipsey (1975). The scenario is identical to that ofHotelling, except that three, rather than two, 

facilities compete on the line segment and mill prices are fixed and equal for all facilities. It is easily shown that 

there is no locational equilibrium in this case. Being a fixed-price mill pricing model, each facility will maximize 

its profit by rnaximWng its capture area. Let the facilities A, B, and C be located on the line segment in that order 

from left to right. Then the peripheral facilities A and C will maximize their respective market areas by moving in 

on B as much as possible. Facility B, in tum, will find itself in a closing vise and its only option to avoid baving 

its market reduced to zero is to "leapfrog" either to the left beyond A or to the rigbt beyond C. This process 

continues indefinitely, so that no equilibrium can possibly exist. However, as Figw'es 6a and 6b show, the actual 

relocation process depends on the sequence in which facilities relocate. In case facilities relocate in the same 

sequence they are ordered from left to right, viz. , A, B, and C, then the three facilities will continually hover 

around the center of the market in ever-cllanging pennutatioos, shown in Figure 6a. Teitz (1968) observes a 

similar behavior in his model with two players, one of which locates one, and the other locates a single facility. He 

refers to the process as "dancing equilibria." Back in our three-facility model, should the facilities relocate in 

order B, A, and then C (again, given that they are ordered A, B, C from left to right), the peripheral facilities move 
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f.uther and f.uther apart Wltil they reach the quartilcs of the marlcet. At that point, the structure collapses, the 

three facilities again gather around the center of the market, and renewed relocation begins. This relocation 

process is siiO\W in Figure 6b. 

C*1lilr ol nwket R elocata facility .... center of market ..... 
A 8 c lA 8 A s I I 

A ~ c &a A 8 c 
8 A I c lc I I I A c 9 I 
8 A c lA r A 9 I 
8 c A Ia c 8 A 

8 ~ A lc 8 c A 
c 8 A lA 8 A c 

x 8 A 
I I &a 

c A 8 &c 
c t. y lA I I I 

t x I 8 Ia I 

1 q 
8 A C 

A c 8 lc 8 A C 

A 
I ~ <( lA 

A 8 c Ia c 8 

lc 

lA 8 A C 

Fipre6a F'I&Uf'e6b 

fi&ure 6: Repeated relocation ia cue of three facilities 

Tbe c::asc is again differcllt fur mrc 1ban three facilities. The origjna1 paper by Lernel" and Singer ( 193 7) 

cldamioes equilibrium loc:aboos fur up to eight facilities. Eatoo and Lipsey ( 1975) demooslrate that the case of n 

"' 3 &cilities is the ooly ooc in wbich 110 Nash cquilibriwn exists. Fwtbermore, fur n > 5 facilities, multiple 

equilibria c:xist A3 an CX81111le. consider the case of six facilities which are locau:d at 1/6-£, 1/6+t:, 3/6-£, 31~. 

5/fHr., and 5/~. Each of the facilities c:apturcs 1/6 of the market. lnspection_shows that oone of the facilities can 

iqJrove its marltc:t share by uni1atera1ly reloc:ating, thus indicating a Nash equilibriwn. An alternate configuration 

of the same model that is also an equilibriwn has the facilities locate at l/8-e, l/8+t:, 318, 518, 118-e, and 718-tt:. In 
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this case, the four paired facilities each capture 1/8 of the market, whereas the two lone facilities obtain 218 of !he 

market each. 

The fact that for four or more facilities on a linear market peripheral facilities tend to be paired in equilibrium 

solutions has been explained as a boundary phenomenon. As a remedy, some authors as early as Chamberlin 

(1933) use a market in circular shape. For instance, with five facilities located at o·, 72", 144", 216", and 288", !he 

facilities are not paired but evenly spaced, each captures 115 of !he market, and the locational arrangement is a 

Nash equilibrium as none of the facilities could increase its market share by relocating Wlilaterally. Also, in some 

instances circular markets produce solutions that are quite different from those of a linear market: in the case of 

three facilities, locations at o·. 120", and 240" are an equilibrium, but so are locations at o·~. 0"-t$, and 180", the 

latter resulting in the lone facility having twice the market share than the paired facilities. In odler words, the 

problem has multiple equilibria, whereas the corresponding model on a linear market lacks equilibria altogether. 

Note again the sensitivity of the model to the input parameters, here the parameter "space". 

Another interesting result was presented by Okabe and Suzuki ( 1987) for a model with a large number of 

facilities that locate in the plane. Suppose that a fixed number of facilities is located in a bounded region in the 

plane. Demand is unifonnly distributed across the plane, so that the demand captuitJd is proportional to the size of 

the market area of a facility. Asswning somewhat unrealistically that customers move in a straight line to the 

closest facility, we can delineate the maricd area of a facility A as the set of points that are closer to facility A than 

to any odler facility. All maricd areas together form a tessellation of space 1cnown as Voronoi diagram (or 

Thiessen polygons) and popularized by Sbamos and Hoey (1975), and later Preparata and Sbamos (1.985). An 

example of a Voroooi diagram for twelve facilities P~, P2, ... , P12 located in a rectangle is shown in Figure 7. 

Given a Voronoi diagram, the following optimization problem suggests itself: ~ is the optimal location one of 

the facilities should relocate to, provided all odler facilities remain at their present locations? It is easily shown 

that the problem is one of global optimization and thus very difficuh. 

And the difficulties do not end with a "simple" relocation of a single facility. In a dynamic sequential and repeated 

game, Okabe and Suzuki (1987) optimally relocate one facility at a time, starting with the first, then the second, 

fullowed by the third, and so forth. Once each facility has relocated once, one "optirniDtion round" is finished 

and the process starts over again. This is repeated until the locational changes are negligible, in which case it may 
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be claimed that the process has converged. Okabe and Suzuki have done precisely that in a nwnber of examples, 

their biggest being 216 facilities on a unit square. They start with a random location pattern and observe the 

patterns as they change. Interestingly enough, after a nwnber of iterations a regular honeycomb-pattern (exactly 

as described by L6sch (1944)) evolves. However, before the process converges, the pattern seems to self~ct. 

A possible similarity is found in the relocation of three fucilities on the line, see Figure 6b. 

Fieure 7: Voronoi J>ia&ram eenerated by twelve points 

Bade to the case optimizing the location of an individual &cility, we find that the forces exerted on a point in two

dimcllsional space are rather complex. Let the Voronoi diagram for any given locational arrangement be given 

and asswne that filcility A is to be relocated. Generally speaking. &cility A will try to move away from the other 

facilities so as to find some customers not too close to some other fucility, customers who at present are not 

served vety well, or, simply speaking. a niche in the marlcet. However, each move in a direction means that the 

filcility docs not only gain in the area it is moving eowards, but it also loses in the direction it moves away from, 

as distances between facility A and customers in that area increase and, at some critical distance, a different 

facility may be closer than A and hence customers will switch to the closer facility. This is the same feature that 

occurred oo a linear marlcc:t with more than two facilities, but it was not present in case of only two facilities. 

Consequently, the possible loss of customers to competitors is due to the nwnber of competing facilities, and not 

to the difterc:nces in the dimensionality of the given space. 
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Another early and very simplt model that behaves in some sense similarly was put forward by Smithies (1941). 

The difference between this model and Hotelling's basic model is that the good the facilities offer is not essential 

as in most other models, where customer demand is totally inelastic, i.e., customers purchase from the cheapest 

source, but buy at any price. In contrast, Smithies applies a linearly decreasing demand function with a finite 

reservation price. Defining the ratio of the transport cost for one unit along the entire market and the reservation 

price as s, it is shown that ass increases, price and profit functions are concave and the duopolists' equilibriwn 

locations move apart from the center of the market at 112 to 1/4. This model can be seen as a generalization of 

Hotelling's model as the latter customers' reservation prices are infinite. The result is a value of s approaching 

zero, and equilibriwn locations approaching the center of the market. As reservation prices decrease, customers 

are apparently not willing or able to pay as much for the goods as before, so that a fac ility that moves away from 

them will lose their business. This is the same effect that oceurs when transport costs are increasing, so that the 

goods become too expensive for the consumers Note that in both cases the parameter s increases. In such a case, 

the gains in the competitive region are offset by losses in the hinterland, so that agglomerated locations no longer 

oceur. 

The strand of research started by Smithies has been taken up by Eaton (I 972) as well as Kohl berg and Novshek 

( 1982) who investigate models with linearly downward sloping demand functions and modified zero conjectural 

variation assumptions. Both papers assert that in case the market is small, equilibria may not exist; if it is 

"sufficiently large" (a term that has different meanings in the two papers), equilibria do indeed exist. 

For the case of a three-facility model on a tree network, Eiselt and Laporte (I 993) have have shown that 

equilibria may or may not exist. In case.they do, they are either agglomerated (i.e., all facilities locate at the same 

vertex), semi-agglomerated (two of the facilities locate at the same vertex, the third facilities located adjacent to 

the other two), or dispersed (i.e., at three mutually adjacent vertices). The main reason for the possible existence 

of equilibria on tree networks as opposed to a linear market is the fact that on trees, the facility that gets wedged 

in between the other two may not have its market reduced to zero. As an example, consider Figure 8. The tree 

network consists of four vertices whose double-digit weights are shown next to the vertices and whose distances 

arc indicated next to the edges. The locational arrangement shown for three facilities A, 8, and C is indeed a 

(dispersed) Nash equilibriwn, as none of the facilities can gain by relocating. 
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A 8 c 

Ficure 8: An equilibrium on a tree network with three facilities 

6. Other Issues 

nic concept of stability bas been around ever sinoe Hotelling's original paper; even the title ofHotelling's paper 

explicitly mcnlions stability. However, in the oootributions that followed, it was more or less implied that if Nash 

equilibria exist, tbcn the model bas a stable solution, whereas it docs not in case Nash equilibria are absent. While

this view bas some merit, it is not very dccailed - a Nash equilibrium either exists or it docs not, meaning that a 

model is stable or it isn't, a 0-1 or yes-ootype decision. With this in mind, Eiselt and Bhadury (1995) have 

defined a concept of stability that goes beyond the yes-oo concept of Nash equilibrium. The basic idea is to define 

slability oo a CIOIItiooum: if an equilibrium exists, bow much force docs it take to move the filcilities out of it, and 

if no equilibrium cOsts, bow muc:h fiiaioo docs it take to bring the facilities to a 1ocatiooal equilibrium? 

The above argwncats opc:o an avcouc fur future research in an area where little bas been done so filr. In 

particular, we refer to the study of disequilibria. Whereas cases of nonexistent equilibria have ~ studied in 

pacral pmc theory fur cb:adcs (many times wilh mixed strategies being called to the rescue), this is - wilh a 

fi:w cxcqiCions - DOJ the cue in 1ocatiooa1 amlysis. 

ID a aumber of ~ 1ocatioo sor:oarios, there are scm: facilities that are located by privale planners, 

Mlcnu oCben are opc:ndiCd as public facililies. It is of little surprise that the objeaives of such facilities are not 

aec:eaarily idtdical, SCll'lldbq we bal'e talccD fur gramed so filr. Take, fur imtance, the airline industry. Whereas 

a privale operiiDr would try to ClllqJde oo the profitable rows (mostly those between major hubs), a publicly 

openllal airline may consider it its obliptioo to serve remote OOIMlWiitics, a vaJture that is likely to produce 

laaes. Similarly, the 1ocatioo of a CXHlp store is likdy to be more oonsumer-Griven (i.e., at a localion that 

rniaimizlcs a functioo of the ave:raae trip lcogth of a CXHlp member to 'the store) than producer'iirivc:n (i.e., a 



maximum capture objective). Before analyzing any particular model, we will investigate the possibilities of 

objectives other than profit maximization. 

Consider for a moment the case in which prices are fixed and equal, possibly due to a marketing board that 

regulates prices or a government agency. Now the two facilities ' only decision variables are their locations, and a 

Nash equilibrium is readily available: it occurs when both facilities agglomerate at the center of the market. Let us 

look at this locational arrangement from a consumer's point of view. Those consumers towards the fringes of the 

market will be rather wlhappy as they have to travel a long distance to reach either one of the facilities. This leads 

us to the concept of social optimum. It is a welfare function that expresses in some way bow consumers are 

served. In general, welfare functions are derived by agglomerating individual utility functions. In our analysis, we 

will introduce two welfare functions. The first minimizes the sum of distances all customers have to travel (the 

standard multi-Weber or p-median problem), and the second minimizes the longest distance any customer has to 

travel to his closest facility, the weU-knoM~ center problem. The latter criterion foUows Rawls's (1971) '1"heory 

of Justice", according to which social welfare is maximized by making the worst~ff element as well off as 

possible. For sununaries on bolh problem types, the reader is referred to the standard books by Love et al. ( 1988) 

and Daskin (1995). The single focus of the center objective on the worst~ff customer and its resulting complete 

disregard for all other customers leaves this particular criterion wide open to criticism. Harsanyi (1975) makes a 

particularly good case for miniswn and against minimax objectives. 

Let us have a look at the above duopoly solution with centrally agglomerated facilities. Given a toca1 market 

length of one, it is easy to verify that the average customer - facility distance is 1/4 and the 1oogest customer -

facility distance is I fl. These are the objective values of the two social welfare functions introduced above. On 

the other hand, the optimal locatiooal arrangements for both social objectives have the two facilities locate at 1/4 

and 3/4 oftbe market, rcspcctively. This way, the average customer- facility rustk is only 1/8 and the longest 

customer - facility distance is 1/4, i.e., both objective values are cut in half. Furthermore, this ~ 

provides the same market areas to the facilities, but it is 110( an equilibrium: each facility has an incentive to move 

towards the other in order to obtain additional market shares. 

An extension of the above simple model is put forward by Cremer et al. (I 991 ). In it, n firms are to be located on 

a linear market, m of which are public and the remaining (n-m) are private. Demand is uniform along the market 

and completely inelastic, all facilities apply mill pricing, and transport cost are assumed to be quadratic without a 
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linear tenn. A 1\Vo-stage game is played: in stage I, all firms locate simultaneously, and in stage 2, all firms 

simultaneously choose mill prices. As usual, the private finns maximize profits (which, as prices arc also decision 

variables, does not reduce to market share maximization), whereas the public firms are assumed to maximize 

social surplus, which, given inelastic demand, reduces to the minimization of transport cost. The objective is not 

only to determine optimal locations and prices, but also to show what happens to the two objoctives for the 

different combinations of pub~c and private facilities. A number of rather interesting results arc obtained: for n = 

2, one private.and one public facility is optimal with locations at 1/4 and 3/4 (rather than at 0 and I as in the case 

of two private facilities). ln the case of n = 3, with one public facility, profits of private firms are higher and 

general welfare lower than in the all-private case. With two public fucilities, the social optimum is reached. For n 

= 4 and n = 5, a solution with a single public facility is again worse than if all facilities were private. This is 

somewhat surjlrising as usually "even a small gadfly can keep the big vendor ' honest"', Tcitz ( 1968) remarked 

7. Lessons from Competitive Location Models. 

There are many lessons to be learned from studying competitive location models One disqUieting lesson is that 

the modeler should not put too much trust in the results. The reason is -as we have seen above - that the results 

of competitive location models are inherently unstable. The regular HoteUing model results in price undercutting 

and no equilibrium, the same model with quadratic transport cost implies maximum differentiation, the same 

model with linear transport cost and fixed prices leads to minimal differentiation, the same model with three 

facilities has no equilibrium, and so forth. 

Another important lesson of competitive location modeling is the interplay of the forces exerted on the facilities. 

The elementary forces that push or pull facilities into a direction are, of course, present in all location models. In 

llOilCOOlpetitive location models such forces are simple: for example, the minisum (median) objective pulls the 

facility towards the customers according to the weights (demands) associated with the customers; the minimax 

objective is similar, except that here only the farthest customer exerts a pull on the facility. Locations of 

undesirable facilities are similar: here the pull force is changed to a push force. 

How then does the capture force work in competitive location models? In the standard fixed and equal price 

Hotelling model on a line segment, the possibility of market capture without a loss in the hinterland forces each 



facility to move towards its competitor. So it may seem that market capture forces clustering. However, closer 

inspection reveals that the principle of gaining where you're moving towards without losing where you're coming 

from holds only in a small minority of cases. Recall, for instance, that interior facilities on linear markets cannot 

gain by moving left or right without jutnping over one of its neighbors. Similarly, consider three equidistant points 

on a horizontal line in some bounded subset of 912
. The market area of the central facility is a slice with parallel 

market boundaries towards its opponents. As this facility moves upward, the market ahead of it widens, whereas 

the market behind it gets smaller as customers change allegiance to its competitors. The principle that a facility 

which moves from its current location gains new markets but loses old ones applies to all models except duopolies 

on linear markets and trees with completely inelastic demand - both instances in which hinterland exists with 

facilities having no competitor "behind" them. The twCH!irnensional model studied by Okabe and Suzuki ( 1987) 

is a case in point. Regular pattern or not, instead of agglomeration, local clustering or pairing so conunon on a 

linear market for all but the three-facility model, we find locational patterns in which facilities locate in niches or 

undcrserviced spaces in the market. Knowing this, the authors of the study in their search method tentatively 

located moving facilities at the most obvious such location, viz., the center of the largest empty circle. It seems 

that the easiest way to think of the capture force is along the following lines. A facility has an underserviced 

demand in one direction, and in order to serve it, it starts moving towards it. In doing so, two things happen. On 

the one hand, while capturing new demand ahead, the pulling force diminishes as the still underserviced area gets 

smaller. On the other hand, the force that pulls that facility backwards (or sideways, or in some other direction) 

gets bigger as the facility moves away. 

What then does price competition contribute to the process? Yes, the dreaded undercutting does result in 

discontinuities and, worse, non-quasiconvexities of the payoff functions. However, simply disallowing it means 

missing out on one of the essential elements of the market. The forces exerted by the variable called price are 

nontrivial as a competitor's price can attract or repel a facility as will be shown below. If the mill price of a 

competing facility is low, then a facility will find it difficult to compete and may choose to move away to a comer 

of the market where competition is less intense. A typical example is the case of mom & pop stores which have 

largely moved out of the vicinity of lower-priced supennarkets (except in instances in which they offer services 

the supennarkets can't or won't, e.g., late or all-night opening hours) to locations where they can act as local 

monopolists. On the other hand, a competitor's high price can act as an attractor to a facility that has the potential 

to offer lower prices (and thus capture significant market shares in the vicinity of its competitor) and possibly 

undercut his competitor. 
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Where, then, is competitive lcoation theory going? One worthwhile direction to explore is the modeling of 

customer behavior, an an:a which, in our opinion, derserves more attention. In particular, the assumption that 

customers satisfy their entire demand at the closest facility regardless of how much or how little fiuther away 

OCher competitors are localed is a prime candidate for discussion. Some work has already been done, recall the 

logit models; Halcimi's proportional mode~ and liodpln's and Bennan's flow<apturing assumptions. Each and 

every one of these behavioral assumptions appears better suited for a realistic analysis than the standard 

assumption of customers satisfying their entire demand from the closest source. Yet, with the exception of logit 

models, they have not yet been studied in the competitive context. We have deliberately left out the issue of multi

purpose shopping, as its inclusion in a competitive l1lQdel mixes location and routing features, each of which is 

difficult, so that their combination seems not really tractable from a computational point of view. 

Anotber important stq> towards more realistic models was made by operations researchers who started using 

networlcs as opposed to one-or two-dimensional spaces. Surely, the discrete structure of networks may introduce 

some technical problems, but the gain is tremendous as networks offer an easy way to model areas with high and 

low demand densities, somc:thing observed in virtually all realistic models. Due to the predominance of positive 

and, more often than not, high relocation costs, we do believe that Stackelberg models on networks with n > 2 

OOI11lding facilities may be a messy, but a docidcdly worthwbile an:a of study. And if such a model were to be 

curidJcd with subscqucot price equilibrium as suggested by Lane ( 1980) and possibly free entry then, we believe, 

results can be obtained that are relevant to a large number of practical situations. 
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